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Abstract

Experiments and molecular simulations were carried out to study temperature effects (in the range of 323 to 383 K) on the
absolute and relative retention of n-hexane, n-heptane, n-octane, benzene, toluene and the three xylene isomers in gas–liquid
chromatography. Helium and squalane were used as the carrier gas and retentive phase, respectively. Both the experiments
and the simulations show a markedly different temperature dependence of the retention for the n-alkanes compared to the
arenes. For example, over the 60 K temperature range studied, the Kovats retention index of benzene is found to increase by
about 16 or 18610 retention index units determined from the experiments or simulations, respectively. For toluene and the
xylenes, the experimentally measured increases are similar in magnitude and range from 14 to 17 retention index units for
m-xylene to o-xylene. The molecular simulation data provide an independent method of obtaining the transfer enthalpies and
entropies. The change in retention indices is shown to be the result of the larger entropic penalty and the larger heat capacity
for the transfer of the alkane molecules.  2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction tive amongst other problems and is rarely used
except under the most limited of conditions. The

Gas–liquid chromatography (GC) is often the retention index system [4–6] has been shown to be
method of choice for the separation of volatile much better suited for compound identification with-
compounds [1–3] with subsequent identification by in a limited set of compounds but still has a minor
retention time, retention index, or by mass spec- temperature dependence [1–3,6–11]. This is not a
trometry. Compound identification by retention time problem for compound identification under the best
is flow-rate, phase thickness, and temperature sensi- of conditions, but can be a burden when the index is

not available at the temperature chosen for GC
method development, or when temperature extrapo-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-612-624-1844.

E-mail address: siepmann@chem.umn.edu (J.I. Siepmann). lation of the index is not possible.
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The Kovats retention index of a specific solute, I , ular simulation can aid significantly in determiningx

can be calculated directly from partition coefficients the origins of these experimentally-observed effects.
such that: This can only be the case, though, if the simula-

tion results are accurate enough to closely coincidelog (K /K )x n with experimental measurements. Understanding the]]]]I 5 100n 1 100 ? (1)F Gx log (K /K )n11 n origins of temperature-dependent retention indices
would allow for a more solid understanding of thewhere K , K and K are the partition coefficientsx n n11

overall retention process and could be very useful inof the solute x and the n-alkanes (with n and n 1 1
further optimizing the GC experiment.carbons) that elute just before and after (or together

Here we describe an investigation which includeswith) solute x. The experimental retention time, t ,r

both experimental and computational approachescan be related to the partition coefficient, K:
toward exhaustively studying the temperature effecttr

] on the retention indices of benzene and toluene.fK 5 2 1 (2)t0 Using simulation, we can show in molecular detail
how the temperature dependence arises and how thiswhere f and t are the phase ratio and void time0

information can be used to further guide experimen-(elution time of an unretained compound), respec-
tal insight into the chromatographic process.tively. The phase ratio is the ratio of stationary phase

volume to mobile phase volume. Thus, this system
offers a powerful, yet very simple, characterization
of relative retention [6].

2. Experimental detailsThe empirical characterization of the temperature
dependence of the retention index has been reported

All GC experiments were conducted with a Hew-in a number of studies [6–11]. These studies in-
lett-Packard (Wilmington, DE, USA) model 6890corporate thermodynamic models of retention into
gas chromatograph equipped with a split–splitlessthe retention index equation. Since the retention
injector. The detector utilized for these studies was aindex system is entirely thermodynamic in origin [9],
Hewlett-Packard mass selective detector model 5973.small departures from temperature independent be-
The data system was a Hewlett-Packard Kayak XAhavior are typically explained through the tempera-
500 MHz personal computer with MSD Productivityture dependence of the individual enthalpic and
ChemStation software. Retention index experimentsentropic terms which make up the retention index
were carried out on a squalane column (30 m30.25equation.
mm I.D., 0.25 mm film thickness) from RestekThermodynamic studies performed by chromato-
(Bellefonte, PA, USA), model 57529, for which thegraphic-based thermodynamic investigations [12]
support material is completely deactivated prior tohave not revealed the molecular origins of this
coating the squalane on the column. The carrier gastemperature dependence. This is mostly due to the

21was helium at a flow-rate of 1 ml min , andfact that molecular models of retention can not be
injections were performed in the split mode at a splitconstructed using only thermodynamic data [13].
ratio of 50:1. The first peak in the chromatogramsAlthough a basic understanding of the governing
was used to estimate the void time. The origin of thisprinciples of retention exist for GC, there is an
peak is dissolved air, as determined by the massincomplete understanding of how changes in phys-
spectrometer detector. The variation in the void timeical conditions affect relative retention. For the case
was very small over the entire temperature rangeof partitioning of non-polar solutes between a vapor
studied.phase and a non-polar solvent, it is well known that

The retention index is calculated from experimen-the Gibbs free energies for the transfer from the
tal data according to the well-known formula [2,6]:vapor phase to the liquid phase increase with increas-

ing temperature, but may do so at different rates
9 9log (t /t )x n[12]. While the use of experiment is often the best ]]]]I 5 100n 1 100 ? (3)F Gx 9 9log (t /t )n11 nmethod to get high confidence measurements, molec-
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9 9 9The terms t , t and t are the void-time corrected ria for neat and multicomponent systems, as well asx n n11

retention times of the analyte of interest, of the of transfer properties [14,15,18–20]. The same can
largest n-alkane with a retention time less than or not be said for the description of the arenes for
equal to the analyte molecule, and of the next-higher which slightly larger discrepancies with the ex-
n-alkane with a retention time larger than, or equal perimental results were already observed for the neat
to, the analyte, respectively. phases [16]. Furthermore, the phase equilibria for

All analyte molecules (n-hexane to n-nonane, alkane–arene mixture showed significant deviations
benzene, toluene and the three xylene isomers) were from the experimental results [16,21]. In particular,
obtained from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, USA) and with respect to the prediction of relative retention

21 times in GC, it was found that the original TraPPE–were used at a concentration of 500 mg g in
UA description of the arenes yielded alkane–aro-acetone solvent. The n-alkane and arene mixtures
matic interactions that were too favorable, and thewere injected separately. The oven temperature range
retention indices for benzene and toluene were aboutwas increased in 10 K increments from 323 to 383
38 and 30 units higher, respectively, than theirK. The upper temperature experiments showed some
experimental counterparts [21]. Apparently, when thenoise that is indicative of column bleed. Hence, we
interactions of the arenes are solely described byhave limited the measurements to 383 K or less. The
effective Lennard–Jones potentials, i.e. lumping bothrecommended maximum temperature for a squalane
the attractive dispersive and quadrupolar interactionscolumn is 373 K [1].

26into an r tail, then the unlike interactions between
alkanes and arenes are too favorable. The obvious
solution is to add separate quadrupolar interactions to3. Molecular models
the arenes and to re-fit their Lennard–Jones parame-
ters. A similar strategy was already used successfullyThe united-atom version of the transferable po-
to determine a force field for carbon dioxide that istentials for phase equilibria (TraPPE–UA) force field
also very accurate for mixtures with alkanes [22].utilizes single interaction centers located on carbon

For consistency with the other parts of the TraPPEatomic sites to mimic the interactions of CH groupsx
force field, the quadrupolar interactions of an arene(with 0 # x # 4) in saturated and unsaturated hydro-
ring were described using three partial chargescarbons [14–16]. In the original version of the
(instead of a point quadrupole) and the CoulombTraPPE–UA force field for alkanes and arenes, the
potential:non-bonded interactions of pseudoatoms are de-

scribed solely by Lennard–Jones (LJ) interactions: q qi j
]]u (r ) 5 (6)qq ij12 6s s 4pe rij ij 0 ij] ]u (r ) 5 4e ? 2 (4)FS D S D GLJ ij ij r rij ij

where q and q are the partial charges for sites i andi j
where r , e and s are the separation, LJ well depthij ij ij j, respectively. For the new TraPPE–UA representa-
and LJ diameter, respectively, for the pseudo-atoms i tion of the arenes, a positive partial charge (q 5center
and j. These LJ potentials are effective potentials that 1 2.42 e) is placed at the center of the ring, and two
describe overlap and dispersive interactions [17]. For negative partial charges representing the p-electron
unlike LJ interactions, the standard Lorentz–Berth- ˚clouds are placed at a distance of 0.785 A from the
elot combining rules are used [17], as follows: ring center and on a line perpendicular to the arene

plane. The distance was obtained from an electronics 1 sii jj ]]]]s 5 e 5 e e (5) structure calculation for benzene [23] and mag-ij ij ii jjœ2
nitudes of the partial charge were chosen to re-

For linear and branched alkanes, the strategy to produce the quadrupole moment of benzene [24] and
rely solely on Lennard–Jones potentials to describe are similar to a previous benzene force field [25].
the non-bonded interactions was shown to yield Once the partial charges are set, the Lennard–Jones
highly satisfactory descriptions of the phase equilib- parameters (well depth and diameter) for the aro-
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matic CH united atom need to be re-fit from calcula- bond angle of 1208 for the arene rings. All (CH )–x
˚tions of the vapor–liquid equilibria of benzene, and (CH ) single bonds are fixed at 1.54 A, but bondy

thereafter the parameters for the aromatic link to side bending and dihedral motions are allowed for the
chains can be determined from calculations for saturated alkanes (the squalane solvent and the
toluene. alkane solutes) [14,15]. The torsional flexibility of

The non-bonded interaction parameters for both the benzene ring [27] and the environmental depen-
the original and the new TraPPE–UA models are dence of chemical bond lengths (e.g. the carbon–
listed in Table 1. It can be observed that the new LJ carbon bond length in o-xylene differ by about 0.02

˚diameter for the CH(arom) is slightly larger than the A) [28,29] are neglected in the TraPPE–UA model
original one. The larger diameter is needed to off-set to achieve a simple and transferable force field and
the enhanced ordering (and higher density) that is to improve the sampling efficiency.
caused by the inclusion of the quadrupolar interac- For the refitting of the LJ parameters, the VLCCs
tions. Whereas the LJ well depth for the CH(arom) for benzene and toluene were calculated following
site is now about 5% smaller to off-set the contribu- the usual approach, i.e. using configurational-bias
tion of the quadrupolar interactions to the cohesive Monte Carlo (CBMC) [14,30,31] in the constant-
energy and heat of vaporization. The parameters for volume Gibbs ensemble [32–34]. The systems con-
the R–C(arom) linker did not need to be updated sisted of either 300 benzene or 300 toluene mole-
because using the original R–C(arom) site in combi- cules, and the production runs varied from 50 000
nation with the new CH(arom) sites and the same Monte Carlo cycles at the lower temperatures to
quadrupolar sites as for benzene yielded a vapor– 100 000 Monte Carlo cycles at the higher tempera-
liquid coexistence curve (VLCC) for toluene that tures. Other details of the VLCC simulations were
agrees to within the statistical uncertainties with the the same as in previous work [16].
experimental results. It should be noted that the The vapor–liquid coexistence densities and satu-
R–C(arom) site is shielded by the methyl group and rated vapor pressures obtained for the new benzene
two CH(arom) sites, thus the calculated properties and toluene models are compared to the experimental
are less sensitive to changes in the parameters for the data [35] in Figs. 1 and 2, and the critical parameters
R–C(arom) site. For all simulations, the LJ interac- and boiling points are listed in Table 2. The new

˚tions were truncated at 14 A, and analytic tail benzene and toluene models appear to yield a
corrections for the energy, pressure and chemical satisfactory description of the saturated liquid den-
potential were employed [26]. A molecule-based sities and critical parameters, similar to the results

˚truncation at 14 A was also used for the quadrupolar obtained for the original benzene and toluene force
interactions. field [16]. However, a significant improvement over

The description of the bonded parameters was the original model is evident for the saturated vapor
retained from the original TraPPE–UA model [14– pressures and the normal boiling temperatures. Al-
16]. Benzene and toluene are kept rigid, with a bond though the saturated vapor pressures remain above

˚length of 1.40 A for the (CH)–(CH) bonds and a the experimental values and the calculated boiling
temperatures are a few degrees too low, these
deviations are now much more consistent with the
deviations observed for the TraPPE–UA model for

Table 1 the saturated alkanes [14,15], which should allow for
Comparison of old and new non-bonded parameters for arenes

more accurate predictions of the relative thermo-
Site New model Old model [16] dynamic properties in alkane–arene mixtures. These

˚ ˚s (A) e /k (K) q (K) s (A) e /k (K) small deviations from experiment can be attributed toB B

the united-atom representation that does not yield anCH(arom) 3.74 48 0 3.695 50.5
exact description of the molecular shape [36]. How-Center Site 0 0 2.42 – –

Pi Site 0 0 21.21 – – ever, use of the more accurate explicit-hydrogen
R–C(arom) 3.88 21 0 3.88 21 models [36] leads to an increase in computer time of
CH 3.75 98 0 3.75 983 about a factor of 5.
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Fig. 2. Clausius–Clapeyron plots of saturated vapor pressure
Fig. 1. Vapor–liquid coexistence curves for benzene and toluene, versus the inverse temperature. Experimental [35] and calculated
showing experimental densities [35] and critical points [45] for data are shown for benzene (dashed line and circles, respectively)
benzene (solid line and star, respectively) and toluene (dashed line and toluene (solid line and squares, respectively). The statistical
and down triangle, respectively). Calculated densities and critical errors are smaller than the symbol size.
points are shown for benzene (circles) and toluene (squares). The
statistical errors of the orthobaric densities are smaller than the
symbol size.

carrier gas was allowed to swap between the two
phases, the squalane molecules were always kept in
the stationary phase box (the saturated vapor pres-

4. Simulation methods sure is very low and an occasional squalane molecule
in the mobile phase would not alter its properties to

Coupled–decoupled configurational-bias Monte any significant extent). To maintain the infinite
Carlo simulations [15,30,31] in the constant-pressure dilution limit for the analytes, only two analytes of
Gibbs ensemble [33] were used to determine the each type (n-hexane, n-heptane, n-octane, benzene,
gas–liquid partitioning for the model chromatograph- and toluene) were included. The external pressure
ic system. The Gibbs ensemble uses multiple simula- was set at 1 atm (1 atm5101 325 Pa), and three
tion boxes for the coexisting phases, that are kept in separate sets of simulations were carried out at
thermodynamic equilibrium via particle exchanges temperatures of 323, 353 and 383 K. For each
between boxes (phase equilibrium), via volume temperature, ten independent simulations were car-
exchanges with a pressure bath (mechanical equilib- ried out in parallel with a production period of
rium), and particle displacements and conformational 78 000 Monte Carlo (MC) cycles (one cycle consists
changes (thermal equilibrium). The stationary and of N 5 606 moves) for each independent simulation.
mobile phases were represented by simulation boxes The statistical uncertainties reported are the standard
containing 96 squalane molecules and a total of 500 errors of the mean determined from sets of in-
helium atoms, respectively. Whereas the helium dependent simulations.
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Table 2
Critical properties and normal boiling points calculated for the new and old [16] TraPPE–UA force fields and measured experimentally [45].
The subscripts denote the statistical uncertainties in the last digit of the simulation results

Molecule T (K) r (g /ml) T (K)c c b

New Old Exp. New Old Exp. New Old Exp.

Benzene 562 565 562 0.309 0.304 0.305 348 341 353.24 3 1 7 5 5 1 1

Toluene 593 594 594 0.293 0.298 0.292 376 370 383.85 4 2 7 7 2 2 1

The partition coefficients for the gas-to-liquid Since the enthalpy of transfer is calculated indepen-
transfer of the analytes can be determined directly dently from the partition coefficients, the entropy of
from the ratios of the average analyte number transfer at every specific temperature can be de-
densities in the coexisting phases: termined from the usual thermodynamic relation:

kr l DG(T ) 5 DH 2 T DS (9)liquid
]]K 5 5 exp 2 DG /RT (7)f gtrans transkr lgas In chromatography experiments, absolute free ener-

gies are rarely measured, since the phase ratio is verywhere R and T are the molar gas constant and
difficult to determine, and varies significantly fromabsolute temperature, respectively. The number den-
column to column and also with temperature. Rela-sities are mechanical properties, and hence the
tive free energies, though, do not depend on thepartition coefficients and Gibbs free energies of
phase ratio, and are very reproducible [40].transfer can be determined more precisely following

the Gibbs ensemble route [18–20] than using stan-
dard free energy evaluation techniques [37–39].

The Gibbs free energy of transfer can be separated 5. Results and discussion
into enthalpic and entropic contributions. The en-
thalpy of transfer itself contains two terms: the 5.1. Gas chromatography experiments
internal energy of transfer and the pressure-volume
term. Assuming ideal mixing, the partial molar All retention times measured are given in Table 3
volume of any of the five solutes considered here is and the retention indices of a number of aromatic21smaller than 200 ml mol , hence the liquid part of molecules were determined as a function of tempera-21the pressure-volume term is about 20 J mol . The ture and are listed in Table 4. As shown in Fig. 3,
molar volume of the gas phase (very close to ideal these values compare very favorably (differences of
since a helium carrier gas is used) can be determined less than 2 Kovats units) with previous measure-
directly from the simulations. The internal energy of ments of the retention indices for these molecules
transfer can also be evaluated directly from the ´[6,40–43]. Sojak and Rijks [43] previously discussed
simulations as follows: the variations of Kovats retention indices for alkyl-

gas–liquid benzenes and showed that non-idealities of theDU 5 kU l 2 kU l (8)trans liquid gas
carrier gases, differences in pressure drops, and
ageing of the columns are the main factors contri-where U and U are the internal energies of aliquid gas

buting to the inter-laboratory variations. Finally, itgiven solute molecule (including intramolecular and
should be noted that the peaks for m- and p-xylene atintermolecular contributions), and these energies
373 and 383 K were not sufficiently separated in ourwere calculated every ten MC cycles and averaged
chromatograms.over the entire simulation. It should be noted that Eq.

The measured retention indices for benzene,(8) assumes ideal solution behavior, i.e. that the
toluene and the xylenes increase with increasinginternal energy of the solvent is not altered by the
temperature. The largest increase of about 17 unitspresence of the solute. Non-idealities should be small
over the 60 K temperature range is observed forfor the solute-solvent combinations investigated here.
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Table 3
Experimental retention times

T (K) Experimental retention time (min)

Void Hexane Heptane Octane Nonane Benzene Toulene p-Xylene m-Xylene o-Xylene

323 1.230 1.958 3.184 6.429 14.952 2.275 4.227 9.485 9.663 11.293
333 1.231 1.767 2.598 4.682 9.880 2.004 3.328 6.703 6.813 7.853
343 1.231 1.636 2.214 3.594 6.870 1.817 2.738 4.969 5.038 5.722
353 1.232 1.543 1.956 2.895 5.025 1.685 2.340 3.856 3.901 4.363
363 1.233 1.477 1.779 2.435 3.860 1.588 2.066 3.121 3.149 3.471
373 1.233 1.427 1.652 2.121 3.099 1.518 1.872 2.629 2.870
383 1.233 1.389 1.560 1.902 2.589 1.463 1.731 2.281 2.454

o-xylene, and the smallest of about 14 units is found root-mean-square deviation for toluene is 9 Kovats
for m-xylene. The temperature dependence of the units, but the calculated values are substantially more
retention indices for all solutes is linear and the scattered than those for benzene. The larger statisti-
dI /dT values obtained from a linear regression are cal uncertainties for toluene’s retention index at the
also listed in Table 4. With the exception of benzene, lower temperatures reflect the difficulty of swapping
the dI /dT values agree very well with literature data toluene and n-octane between the two phases at the
[43]. lower temperatures and the fact that these two

analytes partition more strongly into the stationary
5.2. Simulated gas–liquid partitioning phase which leads to larger uncertainties in the

average number densities in the vapor phase. Previ-
The calculated retention index, Gibbs free ener- ous simulations for the old TraPPE–UA force field

gies, enthalpies and entropies of transfer are summa- for benzene and toluene [21] yielded retention
rized in Table 5. A graphical comparison of the indices that were higher than experiment by 38 and
calculated retention index to the experimental mea- 30 units, respectively. Thus, the addition of quad-
surements of this work and to literature values rupolar interactions leads to significant improve-
[6,40–43] is shown in Fig. 3. The calculated re- ments for the predicted retention index for the new
tention indices for benzene are all higher than the TraPPE–UA force field. In agreement with the
experimental data measured in this work, and the experimental measurements, the calculated Kovats
root-mean-square deviation is 6 Kovats units. The indices for benzene and toluene increase with in-

Table 4
Experimental retention indices

T(K) Experimental retention index

Benzene Toulene p-Xylene m-Xylene o-Xylene

323 636.6 743.7 847.6 849.8 868.0
333 639.1 746.2 850.2 852.3 870.9
343 641.7 748.7 852.7 854.8 873.8
353 644.5 751.2 855.3 857.4 876.7
363 646.6 753.5 857.8 859.6 879.5
373 650.0 756.2 860.9 882.4
383 652.5 758.8 863.5 885.2

a adI /dT 0.266 0.250 0.255 0.247 0.287
bdI /dT 0.240 0.245 0.251 0.245 0.284

a Calculated using only the data from 323 to 363 K.
b Taken from Ref. [43].
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entropies of transfer. This is the main reason why the
Gibbs free energies of the n-alkanes increase at a
greater rate than the arenes with increasing tempera-
ture, and the net effect is an increase in the relative
Gibbs free energies of the arenes when compared to
n-alkanes. Furthermore, this effect should lead to a
linear temperature dependence of the retention index
for the arenes, which is in good agreement with the
measured data (see Fig. 3).

However, the calculated data clearly indicate that
the assumption of constant enthalpies and entropies
of transfer is a poor one for the vapor–liquid
partitioning studied here. Both the enthalpy and the
entropy of transfer decrease in magnitude with
increasing temperature. These temperature dependen-
cies can be rationalized by considering the thermal
expansion of the liquid (or stationary) phase, i.e. the
fact that the density of the liquid phase will decrease
with increasing temperature. A decrease in the liquid
density will lead to a corresponding decrease in the
cohesive energy density which in turn lowers the
internal energy (and enthalpy) for the vapor–liquid
transfer, i.e. the enthalpy of transfer decreases with

Fig. 3. Retention indices for benzene and toluene (sim.: filled temperature (a fact that is well known for heats of
circles; exptl.: open circles) at different temperatures. Simulation vaporization). Furthermore, a decrease in the liquid
results for the previous model are depicted by filled squares.

density causes an increase in the free volume of theLiterature experimental data are shown as stars [6], open
liquid phase and its compressibility. These factorsdiamonds [40], up triangles [41], right triangles [42], and left
lower the entropic cost of cavity formation. Totriangles [43].

quantify these arguments, the compressibility factors
and Hildebrand solubility parameters of the station-

creasing temperature. For the 60 K temperature ary phase were calculated for the three temperatures
range, the increases for benzene and toluene are (see Table 6). The calculated compressibility factors
18610 and 26614 units. for the liquid phase show the expected increase, and

The calculation of the enthalpic and entropic the Hildebrand solubility parameters decrease by
contributions to the Gibbs free energies of transfer about 6% in good agreement with the observed
allows us to rationalize the observed temperature changes in the internal energies and enthalpies of
dependence for the Kovats indices of the arenes. It is transfer.
clearly evident from the values given in Table 5 that
the entropies of transfer for the n-alkanes are sig-
nificantly greater in magnitude than those for the 6. Conclusions
arenes. This observation is consistent with previous
studies of the solvation of n-alkanes and arenes in Experimental measurements and molecular simu-
isotropic and oriented n-octadecane phases [44]. lations show that the retention indices for benzene,
Using the standard thermodynamic equation for the toluene, and the three xylene isomers increase with
Gibbs free energy given in Eq. (9), and assuming increasing temperature by about 2–3 Kovats units
that the enthalpy and entropy are constant (see per 10 K temperature increment. The molecular
below), the temperature dependence of the Gibbs simulations allow for a direct determination of both
free energy is larger for molecules with larger the Gibbs free energy and the enthalpy of transfer,
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Table 5
Partition coefficients and transfer properties

sim expSolute T I I DG DH DSx x trans trans trans
21 21 21(K) (kJ mol ) (kJ mol ) (kJ mol )

Benzene 323 639 637 213.41 227.86 244.69 14 7 5

353 654 645 212.40 227.14 241.88 9 5 3

383 657 652 211.41 226.47 239.35 7 4 2

Toulene 323 734 744 215.62 232.00 250.712 20 9 7

353 763 751 214.78 231.14 246.311 15 8 5

383 760 759 213.65 230.27 243.36 9 7 3

n-Hexane 323 212.44 232.35 261.615 8 4

353 211.09 231.47 257.713 7 4

383 210.14 230.50 253.28 9 3

n-Heptane 323 214.93 236.84 267.813 9 5

353 213.50 235.62 262.713 8 4

383 212.38 234.39 257.57 8 3

n-Octane 323 216.99 241.15 274.820 12 7

353 215.55 239.50 267.87 11 4

383 214.48 238.20 261.910 11 4

The subscripts represent the uncertainties in the last digit(s).

and hence, the entropy of transfer can also be the neat arenes, but results in major improvements
calculated using the standard thermodynamic rela- for alkane–arene mixture properties because the
tion. It is found that the alkane solutes exhibit larger unlike dispersive interactions between these mole-
(in magnitude) entropies of transfer than arenes with cules are weakened for the new model compared to
similar Gibbs free energies of transfer. Thus the one that uses solely Lennard–Jones potentials for the
Gibbs free energies of transfer for the alkane solutes arenes.
increase more strongly with increasing temperature.
It should also be noted that substantial temperature
dependencies are observed for both the enthalpies Acknowledgements
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